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Head Stepping Down—White Stepping Up
The International Association of Movers (IAM) is officially announcing that Terry Head has formally confirmed
that he plans to step down as IAM president at the end of 2018 or during the early weeks of 2019. The actual
date will be determined as succession plans are firmed up in the coming months; however, this plan has
been in the works for several years.
IAM members who attended the 55th Annual Meeting in Long Beach were given a hint when Head made
reference during his State of the Association address that the 56th Annual Meeting in 2018 in Washington,
DC, would be his last as president.
Head, who is only the third person to serve as IAM president in its 56-year history, will step down after 21
years of faithful service to the Association and a total of almost 50 years in the industry. He advises he has
no plans to quit the industry altogether, and likes to refer to it not as retiring, but “rewiring.” He intends to
pursue a number of opportunities in the moving and relocation industry, as well as the Association and
conference management arena.
The IAM Executive Committee is pleased to further advise that IAM Senior Vice President Charles “Chuck”
White has already been confirmed to succeed Head in the role. As most members are aware, White’s
primary focus has been as an authority and industry advocate for the IAM members involved in military and
government moving in the United States and overseas.
White, who has been with the Association for more than 13 years and was in the moving industry for 11
years before joining IAM, is a well-seasoned veteran who is ready, willing and able to take on the increased
responsibilities in his new role as IAM president.
The Association will soon roll out details and qualification criteria in an open competitive search for an
individual to serve as the Director of Military and Government Affairs who will take on many of White’s
responsibilities in those areas.
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